Abstract. University as an institution is equipped with an administration which always includes archiving activities. Making electronic letters can help administrative activities in obtaining cover letters from campus, one of which is a cover letter from the campus to carry out practical work in companies / institutions. Therefore, making manual letters / archives can be equipped with electronic archiving, one of which is the Google Drive application which has the purpose of being a paperless office. The purpose of this study was to create a cover letter making system using the Google Drive application as a support for a paperless office in universities. In the Google Drive application, other applications will also be used, including google form which is used to display the data entry interface, google docs for document creation and google spreadsheet is used for data storage and processing. This research is a descriptive study with a practical and applicable approach. The subjects in this study were secretariat employees and final year students who carried out practical work. The data collection techniques used were observation, interview and documentation. The impact of making this application is to be able to help students to simplify and speed up in obtaining a cover letter for practical work from campus.
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1. Introduction
The advancement of information technology is very influential and provides tremendous benefits for the field of education. As we have seen before, information technology has an important role and greatly affects the ongoing education system. Meeting people's needs for fast, precise, and accurate information is a challenge in itself for an educational institution, both formal and non-formal [1]. One of the activities carried out by students in tertiary institutions is to carry out practical work, practical work is one of the courses that must be followed by every student besides lectures, practicum, and final projects in the context of developing student knowledge. By doing practical work, it is hoped that students can apply and understand technical matters in the fields of electronics, communication, workforce, and informatics in a company / institution / institution. The timing of this practical work is usually carried out during the long holiday at the end of the academic year. Before students carry out practical work, they are required to register in advance to the study program to make a cover letter for
practical work, to be used as an application from the Study Program to companies / agencies so that these students can carry out practical work in their place. The obstacle that occurs when making this cover letter is that students may take practical work places that are far from where the university is located, usually those whose practical work positions are not far from the student's residence. This results in students having difficulty getting a cover letter for practical work.

The use of Google Drive to optimize office paperclasses, especially in the field of higher education, has long been the focus of research. Research related to paperlessness and the use of google drive as well as its relationship to archiving system design include: Mardene Rosalee Carr, who discusses environmental feasibility analysis to be paperless [2], Desi Nur Faizatin and Marya Muyayana who discuss the use of google forms applications in archiving in a college [3] as well as research that has been conducted by Oktavia Setya Ningrum and Durinta Puspasari which discusses the use of the Google Drive application to support paperless office [4].

Based on the explanation above, the purpose of this study is to develop a cover letter making system using the Google Drive application as a support for paperless offices in universities.

2. Method
In a process of writing scientific papers, it is necessary to have research methods that are useful to achieve goals and to obtain accurate and reliable information needed by the author to carry out several stages in research. [1] In this study the authors used a descriptive method with a practical and applicable approach. The subjects in this study were secretariat employees and final year students who carried out practical work. The stages of research that will be carried out in developing this letter-making system can be seen in Figure 1 as follows:

![Figure 1. Research Stage](image)

3. Results And Discussion
3.1 Problem Analysis
One of the most important tasks in the system development phase is to determine the initial turning point of the problem, the opportunity and the commands that triggered it to create the system. [5], from discussions with students and secretariat courses obtained the results that, often students have returned to their respective places of origin at the beginning of the semester break, even though they have not registered to make a cover letter of practice.

Another obstacle is the frequent use of students to get a practice workplace, not simply asking permission to one place, but rather applying to multiple places as an alternative workplace practice. This results in students having to travel frequently to campus to request a practical cover letter while they are on a long holiday.

3.2 Design And Manufacture Of Prototype

Based on the problems that have been obtained, researchers feel the need to develop a system of making introductory letters online, where students can apply for a practical cover letter easily and can at any time, and can get it directly through their own email. For the expected results, it is determined that the application used to create this system is using google drive as well as other supporting applications namely: google form, google spreadsheets and google docs.

3.2.1. Google Drive

Google Drive app is a data storage application that can be used anywhere and anytime with a computer, laptop or mobile phone connected to the internet network. The google drive app provides 15 GB of free storage and is not only used for storage but is also used for document sharing and makes it easy to edit documents that have been received from others. On this google drive later other supporting applications will be saved, example google drive display made can be seen in Figure 2 as follows:

![Figure 2. Google Drive Prototype](image)

3.2.2. Google Form

Google Form is an application in the form of a form template or worksheet that can be used independently or together for the purpose of obtaining user information. This application works in the Google Drive cloud storage along with other applications such as Google Sheets, Google Docs, and other add-ons. The Google Form template is very easy to understand and use, and is available in many languages. The only requirement to use it is to have a Google account for form processors or creators [6]. The top view of the google form for making cover letters for companies that have been created can be seen in Figure 3 below.
On this google form, students are asked to fill in several questions or input that must be filled in, including email address, student identification number, telephone number, letter number, part name in the intended company and the name of the company. The appearance of the google form that has been created can be seen in Figure 4 as follows.

3.2.3. Google Spreadsheet

Google Spreadsheets is an online spreadsheet application that lets you create and format spreadsheets as well as collaborate with other people. Google Drive Spreadsheet, a document processing service application, especially for financial documents or tables that look simple, continues to be developed by Google. As a result, the application is now able to process analytical documents. Google has also changed the name of the application to Google Sheets and has embedded various interesting features in it [7].
In this practical work cover letter making system, the input made by students on the Google Form will be stored on the Google Spreadsheet, the Google Spreadsheet view that has been created can be seen in Figure 5 below.

![Figure 5. Prototype Of Data For Submission Of Application For Practical Work](image)

### 3.2.4 AdWords Scripts

AdWords scripts allow you to make automatic changes in your AdWords account. With the JavaScript code, you can change bids, pause ad groups, and add keywords in a written script directly instead of manually in your AdWords account [8].

In this practical work cover letter maker system, to automatically make a .pdf file and directly send the practical work application letter file to the student’s email according to what has been inputted, some AdWords scripts are added in the google spreadsheet section. The display of the AdWords Script Prototype that has been worked on can be seen in Figure 6 below.

![Figure 6. The AdWords Script Prototype used](image)

### 3.2.5 Google Docs
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Google Docs is an application developed for file server needs, especially office applications. Starting from word processing, spreadsheet processing and presentation. Google Docs can also be used to process (save, create, edit) office application programs online [9].

In this practical work cover letter maker system, google docs is used as a letter template which will later be converted into a pdf file, with student data that matches the input on the google form. The Google docs prototype display that has been designed can be seen in Figure 7 below.

![Google Docs Prototype Display](image)

Figure 7. Prototype Google Docs Cover Letter For Practical Work

### 3.3. System Testing

The system testing stage focuses on the internal logic of the software and on the external functional, namely directing testing to find errors and ensuring that the limited input will provide actual results that match the required results [10]. The following is an example of displaying the input results on the google form and then submitting it, it will automatically send a practical work application letter file to the email that has been filled in by the student. Example of a prototype application letter for practical work in pdf form, can be seen in Figure 8 below.

![Sample PDF Letter](image)
4. Conclusion
Based on the results of the research that has been done, several points can be concluded, including: the system for making a cover letter for practical work using the Google Drive application coupled with other applications can be used as a support for a paperless office in college. The impact of this application is that it can help students to simplify and accelerate in obtaining a cover letter for practical work from the campus.
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